UCLA receives $1 million to fund breast cancer research

UCLA has received a $1 million donation from Revlon to support the Revlon/UCLA Women’s Cancer Research Program and continue UCLA’s commitment to eradicate women’s cancers. The gift was announced last month by Revlon chairman Ronald O. Perelman at an event honoring JCCC member Dr. Dennis Slamon (pictured above with Perelman, left, and Revlon CEO Fabian T. Garcia) and for his outstanding achievements in cancer research and the development of Herceptin. On hand to attend the star-studded event was Revlon global brand ambassador Halle Berry and breast cancer survivor Kara Dolce, who shared her inspiring success story.

Read more

Common breast cancer test may not be worth the cost

UCLA-led study finds a common genomic test for breast cancer may decrease the number of women at risk for potential side effects, but at too high a cost
One man’s legacy continues the fight against lung cancer

In this inspiring profile, learn how Matt Christensen’s courageous 18-month battle with cancer inspired his friends to organize the “One Ball Matt” memorial golf tournament.

Plugging in: emerging social media for cancer researchers

Join us on Oct 24 for our next JCCC media seminar, and learn how to tap into social networks beyond Facebook and Twitter and promote your research online.
Make cancer less scary

Hearing the words "You have cancer" is scary. At the JCCC, our researchers are working tirelessly to make those words less scary—by developing better ways to detect, treat and prevent cancer for the more than 4,600 people diagnosed with this disease every day. Will you help us? We can’t make cancer less scary without YOU. Click here to give today, and you can also help us spread the word by visiting us on JCCC’s Facebook and Twitter and share with the hashtag #MakeCancerLessScary

Funding opportunities

As a member, you can access all the latest intramural and extramural research grant opportunities via our UCLA CCLE online resource

Learn

Members area

Visit this new area of our website to learn all about the benefits and privileges that are available to you as a Jonsson Cancer Center member

Explore

Clinical trials at your fingertips

Connect you and your patients with clinical trials at UCLA. Our
online search tool is easily accessible via all mobile devices and tablets

Discover

Shared resources

We provide several shared resources at JCCC, and over 70 additional shared resources at UCLA, to help support your research

Connect

Want to unsubscribe? Click here. Questions? Email us at newsletter@mednet.ucla.edu.
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